Film/Television:

A TEACHER (season 1) – FX/Aggregate Films – Hannah Fidell, creator

STRANGER THINGS (season 2 & 3) – Netflix – The Duffer Brothers, creators
The Duffer Brothers, Shawn Levy, Andrew Stanton, Uta Briesewitz, directors

THE PEANUT BUTTER FALCON – Roadside Attractions – Tyler Nilson, Michael Schwartz, directors
Starring Shia LaBeouf, Bruce Dern, Dakota Johnson
SXSW Audience Award Winner, Narrative Spotlight

WONDER VALLEY – Independent – Heidi Hartwig, director

STRANGER THINGS (season 1, first assistant editor) – Netflix – The Duffer Brothers, creators

THE LAST WITCH HUNTER (assistant editor) – Summit Entertainment – Breck Eisner, director

BEACH HOUSE WAY – Independent – Raoul Germain, director

MALEFICENT (assistant editor) – Disney/Roth Films – Robert Stromberg, director

CHASING MAVERICKS (apprentice editor) – 20th Century Fox – Michael Apted, Curtis Hanson, director

FRIENDSHIP TEST PART TWO THE GREAT SKATE RACE STARRING OKSANA BAIUL (short) – John Hibey, director

I AM (short) – Ramesh Devu, writer/director

Commercials:

GOOGLE PLUS CIRCLES LOVE STORY – Goodby, Silverstein & Partners – Tim Pries, producer

NBA TV BOBBLEHEADS – Goodby, Silverstein & Partners – Jake Grand, producer

HP z800 ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE – Goodby, Silverstein & Partners – Jim Elliot, Will McGuinness, creative directors